
Have you ever thought about what goes on behind the stage atd 
the final product you see when you see a rock concert or go to a place 
that has music and musicians working there? I know you don't have to 
think it about, really, because all you really have to do is pay the 
little money at the door and go in and be entertained, just like you 
were at home watching TV. All those people are there just to play for 
you, right, because you paid your little money at the door. Or maybe 
the people let you in free, so all you have to give is your time and 
presence, right? It's pretty weird. For three years in Detroit I f ve 
tried to present music and other art work in a form where the people 
who hear it and thereby take part in it can become actively involved in 
the whole scene   helping get it together, publicity, etc. People who 
wnnt to can work on any of this, but no one ever seems interested. The 
television term of engagemant with what you see and hear seems to be 
by far the easiest and what would seem to be the most fulfilling way to 
get some information.

But it's a lot more fun and a lot groovier if you
can take part in the act of something happening as more than just an 
observer. You can make it happen. If you want to. Think about it. 
And you can get out of the tv-studio world that way. Anyone who is 
really into playing music knows that.

What I want to get at is what concerts like the Jefferson 
Airplane concert at Ford Auditorium last night are all about. What kind 
of "entertainment" scebe do we have that makes it only usual that a 
group like the Airplane can come all the way from San Fxmncisco, receipt 
$3500 guarantee for the trip, just for playing ^5 minutes of music? 
Isn't that weird? And the local bands who performed got like $5 a man 
because the rest of the money goes to the Airplane arid the promoters. 
The Magic HgKX Veil Light Comapny got $10 for doing their out-of-sight 
show. You dig? And the Airplane gets $3500.00. Isn't that weird? 
And the people who "own" Ford Auditorium got $1100.00 for permitting 
music to be played in "their" place for 4 hours.

To top it off, if anybody needs money it's the MD-5. At the 
Airplane concert, where they wiped out the whole place with an astounding 
set of "Hlack to Comm," playing the only really unique, improvised 
music on the show (breaking down the 45 record 3-minute limit people 
who are swept by the whole entertainment industry thing think they have 
to stayinside), the cat who signed for their equipment long ago came 
in and snatched it out from under them because they had missed their 
payments. The guy must be stone deaf. No money in the world will ever 
bo as valuable as the music they made with that equipment, and anyone 
with any sense who had the money would give it up just to insure that 
the band can make its music when it needs to. They're like the restate 
of us and don't have any money, unlike the rich SF bands, whose people 
support them when they play so they can keep playing and not have to 
worry about the money. People in Detroit are so stupid. They have 
bands and music here that are out of sight and they won't listen to 
anything except what comes in from the image centers like NY and SF, 
I'm talking about the so-called "hard-core hippies" who always tailk 
about San Francisco and how groovy it is there, and aren't hip that the 
reason things are so groovy musically there, and khat had been done



there that is really radical, is because the people have created .their 
own local pantheon of bands, and support them. It would be happening 
like that here if any of these so-called "^heads'1 had any sense. But 
they think tt's more fun and easier to talk about San Francisco all the 
time and how hip it would be to be there.

Anyway, now the MC-5, who have been together for three years 
and are so powerful and together that people still can't believe it, dori 't / 
have any fucking equipment. How many people are going to stand for it? !t 
I'm not. Trans-Love is going to get some equipment for the band this 
next week however we have to. They have to have it. .And if people 
around here had any sense they would make damn sure that the MC-5 
has enough adequate equipment at all times to carry on as they can. 
They work most of their gigs for free, and even the ones that look like 
they're being paid for (the Grande jobs in the last month), the money 
went to pay union dies so they could play the .Airplane concert for 
$5 a man. All the money went for that, and then their equipment was 
snatched up. But does the union give a shit? NO. /ill they want is 
THE MONEY, just like all the other stomp-down Merican businessmen in 
the music industry.

The thing to remember, children, is that MONEY DOESN t:T 
RAVE h GOD1;WN THING TO DO WITH MUSIC. Musicians, and all artists who 
are into it, should be supported by the rest of the people so they can 
have the music and art when they need it. XKffiQQSf .Any other way of 
doing it is just stupid, including especially the current method of 
doing it. Because you have to have the music or you will die of cancer 
'Like your fathers and mothers who listen to Herb Alpert and Frabk Sinatra 
and the rest of the death merchants. If you don't have the music you 
will die. Try it and see..

The Crusader has been invMived in the business aspects of 
the industry lately with THE SEE, which will be moved after this weekend   
The owner of the building, one G.ABE GLANTZ, who strangely enough also 
owns the Grande ballroom, wants THE MONEY   RIGHT NOW. It ain't there* 
He also wanted to tell us what bands not to get (because they cost too 
mush) (he says), and do we really need two light machines, and shouldn't 
the door charge be more than $2, and shit like that. But we aren't 
into THE MONEY at all   no one who's worked there, except for the 
musicians and light show people, has got MY MONEY at all from their 
work. We've spent money we don't have trying to make the place work. 
We want to pay the musicians $25 a man straight across the board, which 
means none of us get any money, but that's only the very first step in 
the direction things should be. .And everyone wants to got in free, 
because they don't care enough about the place making it to get the 
money together to help keep it going. But it will move, and it'll keep 
on, because we have to have its You do whatever you have to do. The 
people we'll be dealing with in the new location, the Varsity Theatre 
at Six Mile and livernois, which will be made into a ballroom, are stone 
business people, and they'll make sure the $lace makes it. We'll move 
it out of the neighborhood but no one here gives enough of a damn about 
it to make any difference anyway. The kids will support it, because 
they need it. Good luck to you.
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WORKSHOP BOOKS:

V/rite About My Buddies - Jerry Younkins - 
FIRE MUS!C:a record - John Sinclair - $1.00 
runes-- Robin Eichele - in preparation 
Collected Artists' Worksheet 1965 - 
said a meant - ..on caplan -

WB/7 
WB/8 
WB/9 
WB/10
WB/11 _ ________
WB/12 "The Strange Odyssey of Howard Powf - Bill Hutton - $2.00
WB/13 Free Poems/Among Friends - out of print
WB/14 the Leni poems - John Sinclair - in preparation
WB/15
WB/16
WB/17
WB/18
WB/19

HELJLO - 2nd edition - J.D. Whitney - $1.00 
The SIRIUS Poems - Jerry Younkins - $1.00 
THE SUN - wisdom by Jim Semark - $1.00 
MEDITATIONS - John Sinclair - $1.00 
YUP ITT IS - Tom Mitchell - $1.00

WB/20 alice is in you«- ed rudolph/your sweet all - buzz klingenberger 
a doubleheader for 50~?

Vv'ORK/2 a huge n K.£ a:;r'-a(' Lull of goodies - only issue left - $2.00 
CHANGE/2 avant~gr.de jaza magazine - last issue - $2.00

BLOOM - mau draw^gi/cartoons by JOHN KA - just out - 50£ 
THE POEM FOR WARN3R STRINGFELLOW - John Sinclair -

THE FIFTH ESTATE - Detroit's underground newspaper
cne-year {26 iscaes) for $2.>50 

THE SUM - newspaper of Detroit's psychedelic community
edited by John Sinclair & Gary Grimshaw - $3.50/year

POSTERS BY GARY 3RIMSHAV/: $1.00 each 
Grar.-le Ballioom posters and handbills 

.SEE posters -  lviC-5, Spikedrivers, Charles Moore,
Seventh Seal, Billy C. and the Sunshine 

SUN RA/MC-5 poster 
ZEN MACROBIOTICS poster




